Quite honestly, I used to think bariatric surgery was taking ‘the easy way out.’

We often say that journeys with obesity and weight management are just that – journeys. They have a starting point but no defined end point, and they teach us about ourselves, the world and others too. OAC Community Member James Lacher is a perfect example, and we’re excited to introduce you to his inspiring story in this issue of “OAC Community Perspectives!”

James first discovered the OAC in 2015 after listening to a bariatric surgery podcast interviewing current OAC Board Member Rob Portinga. In 2018, he joined us for our Annual Your Weight Matters National Convention in Denver and took it upon himself to learn more about the OAC and its work.

Since then, James has worked passionately with the OAC Community to raise awareness about what it’s like to be affected by obesity as well as the stigmas associated with it. Following surgery, he has become an avid runner and producer of his own bariatric surgery podcast which talks about real things that people with obesity often face. He’s a firm believer in focusing on health vs. appearance or a number on the scale, and his personal journey with obesity has taught him a lot about empathy, understanding and the challenges others face.

The OAC is proud to have James in our Membership Community, supporting others and leading the charge by taking #OACAction! We wanted to share more of his story with you in this special interview.

Q: You’ve mentioned that you struggled with obesity for a long time before deciding to have bariatric surgery. Can you walk us through that journey and how you came to that decision?

After high school, I began slowly gaining weight. By the end of my teen years, I weighed more than 200 pounds. Into my early 30’s I hit 300 pounds and then more than 400 pounds in my early 40’s. I always thought about bariatric surgery, but never had the health insurance to make it happen. Quite honestly, I used to think bariatric surgery was taking “the easy way out.” Secretly, I think I was envious of people who could afford it or had better health insurance. In the back of my mind, though, I thought that if I ever got the opportunity, I’d look into it.
This is why OAC launched the OAC Community. We believe we can make a greater impact in our mission to EDUCATE, ADVOCATE and SUPPORT people living with obesity when we GET EDUCATED, FIND SUPPORT, CONNECT and TAKE ACTION as ONE COMMUNITY.

WHY BECOME PART OF THE OAC COMMUNITY?

Because joining the OAC Community requires no financial commitment on your part, there is no reason not to join the OAC Community. What’s in it for you? By joining the OAC Community, you get the opportunity to:

GET EDUCATED
Access community-exclusive content and discussions that highlight health tips as well as the latest science, preventative care and treatments on obesity and weight management.

FIND SUPPORT
Build a stronger connection, find the support you need and be inspired by REAL stories of people who genuinely share and understand your health journey – no matter where you are in it.

TAKE ACTION THROUGH ADVOCACY
Amplify the fight against important issues, like weight bias and the lack of medical access and coverage for people living with obesity.

Experience the Power of Community.
Visit: ObesityAction.org/Join to join today!

Your Gift Helps People Like You! Donate to the OAC

Because of generous donations from people like you, we are able to fulfill our mission through the following ongoing OAC initiatives:

- Providing free access to educational materials and evidence-based resources designed to support individuals in their weight management journey
- Connecting and amplifying the voices of members to combat weight bias and advocate for increased access to safe and effective medical treatments
- Supporting individuals through a Community to provide a place to connect and make our voices stronger
- Raising awareness through National campaigns focused on creating productive conversations about weight and health

To make your tax-free donation today, please visit ObesityAction.org/Donate.
Throughout this journey, what have you learned about obesity, treatment options and common misperceptions?

I consider myself very lucky. I had lots of support from friends and co-workers, but I’ve learned that the medical community still has a lot to learn about obesity. And so do patients! There are a lot of bariatric surgery “myths” out there regarding best practices, and many people are making health decisions based on bad science and conventional wisdom. Most people still think it’s someone’s fault if they have obesity, but it’s so much more than “they eat too much.”

In your post-surgical journey, you do your best to educate others about obesity and raise awareness. Can you tell us a little more about your advocacy work, such as what inspires you to do it and what benefits you’ve seen from it?

Obesity is a complex disease that affects everyone differently. A person’s age, genetics, environment, culture, socioeconomic status, education and family all affect their life and how they cope. Nowadays, I’m all about promoting overall health.

Significant weight-loss doesn’t happen overnight, but if you start taking hold of your weight and health today, you’ll see positive changes within a few weeks. Even with modest weight-loss, quality of life significantly improves. That’s the lesson I try to stress on the bariatric surgery podcast that I produce, all while offering support and raising obesity awareness.

What is something you wish everyone knew about obesity – even those who don’t struggle with it?

For those who don’t struggle with weight, I wish they knew that people affected by obesity are still like them. Various factors may have contributed to their weight, and often over many decades. Genes, nutrition, exercise and environment all play a big role.

I want everyone to know that obesity is a disease that deserves treatment – just like cancer or heart disease. We must find solutions for individuals who are struggling so their quality and quantity of life can improve. Regardless of anyone’s size, we should support each other in our pursuit of health and happiness. We’re better off as a society when we do.

How has the OAC helped you on your journey with obesity and your life after bariatric surgery? How has the OAC changed your perceptions and your advocacy work?

It feels good to know there’s an organization out there devoted to helping people like me. The OAC Community has been great! I love that it focuses on health and not on appearance or a number on the scale. I’m very happy with my weight and health right now, but I also know that even if I gained a few pounds, I wouldn’t be a “bad” person.

We all go through ups and downs in life, and it’s great to have support like the OAC Community along the way. Going to YWM2018 as well and meeting people online and in-person opened my eyes to the individual challenges we all face. Hearing personal stories has made me even more empathetic to my brothers and sisters who struggle with this disease.

Looking for more OAC Community perspectives?

For more from the OAC Community, including personal stories, words of wisdom and more, visit: ObesityAction.org/Community and click “Find Support and Connect” on the left-hand menu of the Community home page. You can share your own OAC Community perspectives and experiences too!
The Obesity Action Coalition (OAC) is a National non-profit organization dedicated to giving a voice to individuals affected by obesity and helping them along their journey toward better health. Our core focuses are to elevate the conversation of weight and its impact on health, improve access to obesity care, provide science-based education on obesity and its treatments, and fight to eliminate weight bias and discrimination.

The OAC knows that the journey with weight can be challenging but we also know that great things happen when we learn, connect and engage. That is why the OAC Community exists. Our Community is designed to provide quality education, ongoing support programs, an opportunity to connect, and a place to take action on important issues.

Through the OAC Community, you can get access to:

- Weight & Health Education
- Community Blogs
- Community Discussion Forum
- Ongoing Support
- Meaningful Connections

AND MUCH MORE

JOIN TODAY: GO TO OBESITYACTION.ORG/JOIN

info@obesityaction.org
(800) 717-3117 | (813) 872-7835 | Fax: (813) 873-7838